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  Ngtes on Outboumedi Awaapkgra
wgtk respect te Do So and Do it

Takahiro Otsu

g. iNTRODVCTeON

    The anaphoric relatioit of referring to an element within "anaphoric islands" may net be

such a crucial oRe in terms of the entire iiRguistic phenomenon. It must, however, be crucial

in terms of the econemy or productivity of language, er the flexibility of referential accessi-

bility. "Anaphoric islands", coined by Postal (l969), refer to a particular aspect of reference;

in essence, it is the region that prohibits the anaphoric relation between an antecedent and

an anaphor. The anaphoric relation that the antecedent of a referential expression is

included withinis termed "outbound anaphora". But little attention, I suspect, has been given

to this subject.

   From the syntactic point ef view, Postal dees not permit the anaphoric verb phrase do

so to have an outbound anaphoric reiation with the antecedent According to Postal, (1)a and

(1)b (beiow) are examples of a "mono-merphemic lexicalitem", and (2)a and (2)b are

examples of a "derivative", for outbound anaphora. Whether an anaphoric isiand is a mono-

merphemic lexical item or a derivative dees not improve the accessibility of the referent.

The italic forms shows a possible anaphoric relatioit (italics mine).i

(1)

(2)

a

b

a

b

*Max wanted to glue the boards tegether but Pete wanted te do so with tape.
(glue="to ftzsten with glue")

*Max wanted to radio the ship but Pete wanted to do so by pigeon. (radio ="to

send a message by radio")

*Smokers really shougdn't do so.

*People who handcarve statues may want to do so by machine.

                                                   (X and 2: Postal 1969)

i Cornish (1986: 8) refers to the antecedent as the "antecedent-trigger-a class of textually occurring
expressions which subsumes those expresslons that would be traditionally analysed as `antecedents."' Aside
frem the advantage of cevering all referentia] phenomena, it is a useful notion in dealing with outbound
anaphora in which an antecedent does not, in any strict manner, syntactically co-refer to an anaphor. The
anaphoric re;ations shown in this paper are the ones between the anaphor and the antecedent-trigger.
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    Befere entering iitto a detailed discussion, it is irr]portant to distinguish between the

follewing twe ways ef extraction: 1) the one a$ in <1) in which a,,part of meaning is the

antecedent (Ceitstraint E.en Pestal's ciassification); and 2) the ene as in (2) in which the

hearer inferentialiy recenstructs a referent with a morphological cgue (Constraint E').2 For

the ferrner to make an anaphoric relation acceptable, another pragmatic device such as a

coAtrastive stress is necessary. A detailed discussion of this lies eutside the scepe of this

paper.3 This paper disyxkisses seemingly artMciai anaphoric relations such as (1), which are

quite rareiy seenin Raturaa liaguistic phenomena. Discussion is limited te the second type ef

eutbound anaphora, as showR ifi (2).

    Next, the cruciai concept of outbeurd anaphera must be clarified. Postal simply defines

it as the anaphoric relation prehibiting the correiatien betweeR an antecedeRt and an

anaphor, and he assumes that typical anaphoric isiands are rr}ene-morphemic lexical items

and derivatives, as mentioned earlier. Bgt agl things considered, anaphoric islands weugd

better be defined as the iexical items which require a cognitive recenstructien from thing te

event in the anaphoric precess. This is weli confirmed by the fact that gt inciudes ether data

under a consistent expianatien.

    Centrary to Pestal, as we shail see later in chapter 3, Ward, Sproat and Mckoon (i991,

hereafter referred to as W, S & M) and Cornish (1986) cite several cetmter-exampies.

(3) a Mary is a heavy smoker-even though her dgctor keeps telRing her net te do it /

   *do so.
b In response te his wife's strenuous objections, Biii isn't much of a sPorlscar racer

  .any mere, but he stial manages to do it / "do so every ence in a whiie.

                                                (W, S & M 2991: italics mine)

2 The same classification applies to the extraction of a nominal designated as a thing frora the antecedeRt.
For further details of such nomlnal anaphoric islands, see Sproat and Ward (1987), Ward, Sproat and
Mckoon (1991) and Otsu (l993).
3 Both (a)a and (2)b are practically unacceptable (itaiics and capitals mine).
 (1) a ??Whlpsnade wants to nail the planks together, but Clamm wants to do it with twiRe. (nail--
        "to ftzsten with nails")
     b ??Termagant wants to truck her hand-made clethes-pins across country, but Shrew wants to do
        so by telekinesis. (truck=:"to convay by truck")
 (2) a Whipsnade wants to NAIL the planks together, but Clamm wants to do it with TWINE.
     b TermagantwantstoTRUCKherhand-madeclethes-piRsacrosscountry,butShrewwantstodo
        so by TELEKINESIS.
                                                                 (1 and 2: Watt 1975)
In interpreting R), [fasten] and [convey], which are a part ef the meaning [fasten with nailS] implied by
the instrumental verb "nail" and [convey by truck] implied by "truck," cannot be the antecedents ef do it
or do so. When both "nail" and "twine", and both "truck" and "telekinesis" are given a contrastlve stress
respectively, however, the acceptability will be improved, as is shown in (2). This explanation ls more fully
developed in Watt (1975).
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(4) a

    b

    c

      Notes on Outbound Anaphora with respect to Do So and Do ft 3

Picketing wM only be iawful if peepie are doing so outside their place of work.

Users of thds car Park do so at their ewfi risk.

... He [sc. Patrick Jenkin, the then Enviyonment Secretary] went on te claim that

the allegedly high-sPending Labour authorities had, by so doing, damaged indus-

try 3nd lost jebs.

                                                       (Cemish 1986)

W, S & M claim that the proper anapheric verb phrase for ailewing eutbeund anaphora is do

it as in (3), while Comish's examples itt (4) demenstrate'that do so calt also make such an

anaphoric reiation.

   In the criticism ef W, S & M, there must be censiderable doubt as to why do so cannct

be the anaphoric verb phrase as well as do it. What,is suggested, ene must ask, by Cornish'

s examples which allow de so te refer te an event by a word-intermaI element. The answer,

which is the topic of this paper, will l)e deveReped in several stages. First, the disceurse-

semantic nature ef these twe anaphors is reviewed. I examine that, as with do it, do so can

alse extract an eieritent from an anaphoric island and establish it as a predicate in certain

situatioits. in short, both do it altd do so are, in terms of their discourse preperty altd

aspectual value, possible amaphoric verb phrases for constituting eutbound anaphora.

2. TXE DISCouRSE---$EMANTiC PROPERTiE$ OF OO $O AND DO gT

   The anaphors do it and do so are generally referred to as predicate anaphors, and accept

predicates as alttecedeitts. In this chapter, some discourse-semantic properties of do il and

do so are reviewed.

   To begin with, il in do z't can refer te a discrete object or action, or a specific eveitt,

rather than a contiRugng process er state.

(5) A
    B
(6) A
    B

: Does Kiram eat roast wallaby?

:*No, but Ed does it.

1 Kiram just ate my ceokie!

: Ne, Ed did gt. (5 and 6: Murphy i985)

The reason B in (5) can be seen as unacceptable is that the generic present tense in the

question shows the indiscreteness ef event (i.e. prefereRce for foed). The anaphor did it in

(6), on the other hand, refers te a discrete action "just ate A's cookie," though the possessor

is variable; hence, the acceptabHity of the dialegue (6).

   Moreover, the lack of specificity characterizing do so as its property means that the

anapher refers to a geiteric predication.
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  (7) ... they (sc. "Declarations") are perfermed, nermaliy speaking, by someone whe is

     especially authorized to do so / "do it within some institutienal framework.

                                                                  (Cornish 1986)

  (8) A:Why de human beings destroy se much?
      B1Theydoso/*doitbecausetheythinkonlyofthemselves. (Declerck1991)

What do so focuses on in (7) and (8) is the performing of declaratioAs and destruction by

human beings respectively.

    In a similar vein, the more accurate interpretation of (9) is that the anapher designates

the geAeric actien of playiRg the trumpet and Rot the speaker's specific action. Hence the

unacceptability of do it in (9).

  (9) Unfortunately, Ican't play the trumpet. IfI had been able to do so/ *do it,Icould have

     joined your haitd. (Declerck 1991)
Another factor which helps determine the choice between two anaphers in (9) is the non-

committal modality ef conditional sentences and negation; in beth modal situations any

specific action cannot be impiied.

    Furthermore, because of such a semantic preperty, do it cannot, under normal circum-

stances, be used to refer to the same kind of actioR which occurred at a different time and

place. This can affect the interpretation of the potential anaphoric relatien of (IO).

  (IO) A :I've dropped some sauce oR my suit.

      B 1Never miRd, I've done it / dene so too.

In B, the normal interpretation ef do it would lead te the implication that he did the same

action receRtly. As a result, since it reminds the participant B of his or her own past action,

it can convey B's owR self-examination like "I've dene such a foolish thing as well." By

contrast, do so merely suggests that the action at issue has occurred at a past time. The

imp}ication that do it refers te an actien which occurred more recently than do so derives

from the general contrast betweeR specificity and generality. If an action can naturally be

referred to as a generic one, it means that the speaker has aiready in the past fermed an

image ef such an action in his or her mind, because a person actuaily performs an action

himself or sees someone else do that action. Therefore, there are two different ways of

referriitg to an action or aR event again afterward; one is the reference as it rerr}ains specific,

and the other is the one as it is generaiized. The latter is the reference, one can assume, that

presupposes the passage of time.

   (ll) and (12) further illustrate this same point. IR these examples the judgment of do so is

added te Declerck's (l991) examples.
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              Notes on Outbound Anaphora with respect to Do So and Do It

(11) A : ffave you spekeR to yeur soliciter?

    B :Not yet. I will do it / ?do so tomerrow.

(12) A : These people eat caterpillars and locusts.

    B : How disgusting! I would never do so / *do it.

5

Do it in (ll)B suggests that the speaker is intending te speak to the solicitor he or she is

acquainted with, er he or she has in mind at the time. in (l2), on the other hand, the referent

event cannot be the same as the preceding, as the reedal auxiliary "weuld" is preseRt. The

action "eat caterpillars and locusts" is presented as a habitual action, rather than a one-time

action. Hence the unacceptability of do it.

   With respect to (l3) altd (14), it is widely accepted that so is more likely to allow so-called

"sloppy-identity" reading than it is; in the case of do so, nominals included in antecedent-

triggers can be interpreted as bound variables.

(l3) a Johnkisses•hiswife,andthenBiildidso.
    b John kissed his wife, and then Bill did it. (Cornish l992)
(l4) John hates to take his shewer before eating breakfast, but his wife actually

   (a) prefers to do so.

   (b) ?prefers to de it.

In the process of interpreting do so in (13)a, the hearer reconstructs a new predicate-"kiss

ene's own wife"-in the way it cerresponds to Bill. The most apprepriate interpretation of

do it (i.e. Bill also kissed JohR's wife.) comes from its preperty of specificity. In (l4)a, if the

eveRt oftaking one's shower is also true ef his wife, it caR be uRderstood mentaliy as "take

her shower." (l4)b is semewhat nonsensical because the referent event for do it cannot easily

be realized in the preceding discourse.

   It is often suggested that predicates including differeRt reflexives cannot be replaced

with do so. E{owever, so did in (15)b and did so ln (l5)c (below) refer to the same actioR, merely

corresponding to Barbara. Therefore, in the end, these three senteitces have the same

meamng.

(15) a MaxcriticizedhirnselfandBarbaracriticizedherself.

    b Max criticized himseif and so did Barbara.

    c Max criticized himself and Barbara did so toe.

   The iRapprgpriateness ef do so is often said to apply to cases involving different time

adverbiais. However, (16)b and (k6)c-where the two actions of the same person or the sarne

actions ef two different persens at a different time are described-are entirely acceptable.

This is further evidence that do so can refer te the event type without being specific.
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(l6) a

    b

    c

                         Xge.SÅé4tfi".tsraft6

The boy hitthe dog yesterday and the girl did so toe.

The bey hit the dGg yesterday and he did sg today teo.

The bey hit the dog yesterday and the girl did so teday teo.

   What has been discussed thus far proves that do so seyves the functiefi of repeating the

type ef eveRtthat is previeusly mentioned. Moreover, eveR tense or an "indexical" expres-

sion is net a rigid requirement of amapheric relations with do so (cf. TaneAhaus and Carisoit

1990). in generai, the difference betweeR the surface anaphor do so and the deep anaphgr do

it is the syntactic paraileiism of their antecedeRts, but it is Rot merely superficial but ritore

abstract ene. GOb serves as evideRce of the argument.

(an john nearly caught a fish yesterday.

   (a) he will (catch a fish).

   (b) he wiil do so.

   (c) he will do it.

Tomorrgw he is sure that

If, for example, the event type of "catch a fish" can be actuaiized as jehn's future actioit, it

is mentally represented as "he will catch a fish". When the event repeatediy mentiened is of

the same persoR, substitzitieit fgr do so can be alXowed even when referring to a differeitt

time. The anapher do so is, in certaiR respects, similar to verb phrase eiiipsis. As leng as

one understands that the same type ef action wi11 be repeated by the same pers6n, noit-null

anaphors will notconvey any additioRal meaniitg. Therefore, (lna and (IZb can be interpreted

in simiiar ways. (iOc, oR the ether hand, imp}ies that he wiK try hard to catch a fish. Do so

or verb phrase ellipsis cafiRot fulfill such ait irx}plication.

   Compared with do so, do it requires aR agentive interpretatieit ef the referent event iR

questieit. CoRsequently, in the foliowing examples, substituting oite anaphor fer the gther

makes each interpretatien somewhat absurd.

(18)

(19)

a

b

a

b

Thattree is going te fagl some day. .I hepe it dcesR't do it while we're here.

When the tree feH, it did so with a loud crash.

The car is jerking and wheeziRg as it's never doRe befere. I wonder why it has to

do it on this particular trip.

The car jerked aRd wheezed all threugh the trip, and it did so iR spite of Jim's

careful atteRtien te it. (18 afid 19: CerRish 1986)

Do it can be more apprepriate in (l8)a and (l9)a, because an animate subject "I", whichis really

a nGft-acter in this situation, is perceMRg the tree or the car, which are inanimate therra-

sekves, as actors. Such a personifying process does itet occur in the speaker's mind in <l8)b and

(l9)b. Cemish (1986) insists that the pregressive aspect in both (lg)a and (i9)a alse helps

strengthen aR ageAtive interpretatioit oR the referent evellt.
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   Last, Cornish (1992) uses the terminoiogy "accomplishments" te characterize the "events

thattermiAate at a definite end point." This aspectual value is almestthe same as teiic, as

Comrie (1976) cails it.` Censider now the examples in ee). (Thejudgment iR ee)a is mine.)

tze) a

b

c

d

e

...It's very easy te smuggie a nete out of prison. Reggie Kray hasjust maltaged

tg do il /? do so frem high security Parkhurst prison. All he did was pop it in

the letter box... '• (Cernish X986)
Shiken has made more saves this seasolt thaR any ether goaikeeper, and he's doing

it /? doing so again new.

[Michael] Keaten was iterveus of playiRg his first villain. Peeple Were telling him

he was a big star se he sheuldn't do it /# do so.

The Americans have developed a Rew method of sheoting dowR intercontinentag

ballistic missiles in space: they did il / # did so en Sunday.

... So the care for each patient is very taiior-made. Ard the nurse continually

evaluates the care given, updating the system as she does so / ?# aoes it.

                                                     (b-e: Cornish 1992)

in eg)a, do it cenveys a telic aspectuai value by extracting the referent event denoted by

"smuggle a note out of prison." A-lthough the predicatieit itseif is a generic ene, the action

it refers te in the auaphoric ciause is perfermed by a specific person at a speÅíific time and

place. The verb phrase "manage to" appears to serve as a specific reference. In 2g)b, the

statement referring tG "saving a shot on the football geag" can fecus on the action by using

the progressive aspect and the present tense. The anaiysis of eG)c Xeads te the implgcatioA that

the anaphoric clause refers to a space-and time-bound situation, similar to the ene ig os)b.

Similarly, in eg)d, the anapheric predicatioR introduces a specific event which occurs at a

specific time in the past-"on Sunday." The interpretation of did it requires that a meumber

of intercontiRental ballistic missiles, not just one, were shot. in tzg)a-os)d, do it is more

appropriate than do so: do so implies that the same type of event is repeated, and in seme

cases, it is imp}ied that it wXi be repeated in the future. ag)e, by contrast, is the example which

prohibits the reference with do it. It is a generic descriptioR about the roie of iturses in a

hospit31. The anaphoric ciause is itot aspectually telic because lto specific tirfite and piace is

suggested. Hence, the unacceptability of do it.5

` Corarie (l976: 44> states that "if a sentence referring to this situation in a form with imperfective meaning
(such as the English Progressive) implies the sentence referring to the same situation in a form with
perfective meaning (such as the English Perfect),then the situation is atelic, otherwise it is telic." For the
telicity test, see Comrie (1976). For arguments that it is incomplete, see Cornish (1992:174).
5 Cornish (1986, 1992) uses Comrie's telicity test to see if the examples in ee) are aspectually telic. eg)c, for
example, can be telic, because "Michael Keaton was playing his first villain" does not pragmaticall' y entail

"Michael Keaton had piayed his first villain." As Cornish notices in eO)d, however, the choice between two
anaphor-s depends not on whether the antecedent predicate is consistent with the telicity test, but whether
it is assigned the interpretation "performance accomplished" or "performance accomplishable."
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    To surnmarize the discussion abeve, the event rr}entioned by the anaphor do it is specMc

and aspectually telic. Do it coltveys a telic aspectual value, with the interpretation that the

referent event has been accomplished or will be accompiished in a specific space-and time-

beund situation, which means that the speaker recognizes the event in question as a one-time

action. It also illustrates that do it refers te a discrete event. The eveRt implied by the

anaphor do so, en the other hand, is the eventtype which holds for aRyone at any point at

any time. In el), for instance, the speaker states that the same type of action Martin is doing

now can hold fer his neighbor. This example shews clearly that the expletive so, which

serves merely as a marker for mentioning the same type of event, can be emitted.

tzl) Martin is painting his heuse. I'm told this is merely because his neighbor did (so).

3. SO---CALLED ANAPnORiC iSLANDS WITH RESPECT TO DO SO AND DO ST

    W, S & M (1991) suggest, with the help of seme psychological experiments, that the

alttecedeRt-trigger for do so constitutes an anaphoric island, while the antecedent-trigger for

do it does Ret. As a result of those experiments, concerning do it, they conclude that whether

the antecedent is topical or not (as a pragmatic factor) in discourse has a ciose relation tc

the accessibility of the referent event; no morphosyntactic structure affects the accessibility.

With do so, on the ether hand, what affects the accessibility ef the referent event is a

merphosyntactic factor, as opposed te topicality: that is, the referent event is accessed more

easily when it is the preceding verb phrase than when it is nominalized.6 This means that the

felicity of clo so requires a syntactic and categorical ideRtity between an antecedent and an

anaphor. These data may experimentally support the well-kRown dichotomy discussed by

Hankamer and Sag (l976) that do it is classified as one of the deep anaphors, which are

pragmatically controlled, while do so is considered to be oRe of the surface anaphors, which

require the syntactic parailelism of their antecedents.7

    Based on the dichetomy between surface anaphers and deep anaphors, W, S & M (i991)

explain that reference to an event eveked by a verb that is contained within a Rominag is

feliciteus with the deep anaphor do it, but Rot with the surface amaphor do so, as is shown

again in e2) and e3):

e2) Mary is a heaay smoker-eveR though her docter keeps telling her not to do it / "do

   so.

6 The following is a brief explanation of the experlmental procedures. They provide four versions of text
for do so and do it, respectively. Each of the four versions can be classified accerding to whether the
antecedent is within a noun phrase or a verb phrase, and whether it is toplcal or non-topical.
7 Mckooit, Ward, and Ratcliff (l993) and Tanenhaus and Carlson (1990) make virtually the same claim.
It is, worthy to note that the latter suggests that syntactic parallelism influences comprehension times for
both types of anaphors, theugh the syntactic form of the antecedent does not affect the overall understand-
ing of deep anaphors.
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e3) In response to his wife's strenuous objections, Bill isn't much of a sPortscar racer

   more, but he still manages to do it / *do so every once in a while.
any

In ce2), "heavy smoker" constitutes an anaphoric island that prevents do so from referring to

"smoke (heavily)." In e3), on the ether hand, "sportscar racer", as an antecedent-trigger, is

an anaphoric island, and makes it impossible for do so to refer to "race a sportscar." Their

argument which focuses on the morphological representatien, however, cannot cover other

linguistic data. Even do so, iR fact, can be the anaphor for outbound anaphora in as many

situatiens as do it caR, as wiil be shown later in this chapter. Furthermore, pragrr}atic factors

do not exclusively affect the acceptability of do it; the direction of their argument leads us

to a wrong conclusion that no pragmatic facter works in the felicity of do so. But it does

work in a particular situation. They tentatively conclude that do it reference to an event

eveked by the werd-intemal eleraent is feliciteus on the grounds that it is a deep anaphor.

    W, S & M (1991) do Rot account for the aspect ef meaning involved in the felicity of

outbound aRaphora. In e2) and tz3), the refereRt event that the word-interna} eiement evokes

is contained in predicate nominals. Predicate Rominals typically have two functiens: one is

the identification of the referent in the subject position and the other is its characterizatioR.

e2) and tz3) are examples of the second function. Characterizing someene and focusing on his

or her action presupposes having recognized it. In order to say that someeRe is a heavy

smoker, for instance, one must have perceived him or her to be smoking heavily or at least

have assumed that he or she was doing such a thing.

   Another factor which makes e2) acceptable is the implication of negation. Giv6n (1978:

109) says, "... negatives are uttered in a context where cerresponding affirmatives have

aiready been discussed, or else where the speaker assumes the hearer's belief in-and thus

familiarity with-the corresponding afflrmative." Negative staterr}ents are usually uttered

en the assumptien that the cerresponding affirmatives have already been discussed or at least

suggested in the previeus discourse, er that the speaker at }east assumes the hearer believes

them to be true. In e2), it is reasenable to think that the affirmative event (i.e. "smeke

heavily") referred to by the anaphoric verb phrase has been discussed in the previous

disceurse. Such a cognitive process helps facilitate the recognition of the referent event. Do

it reference is pessible in 23), because the verb phrase "manage to" weuld imply achievement

in spite of difficulties rather than a mere activity, and the adverbial "every once in a while"

would focus on the transitoriness of the event.

   Despite the acceptability of outbound anaphora in a2) and e3), the most crucial problem is

why do it is the enly petentiai anapheric verb phrase in those examples. Cornish's (1986)

examples previde strong arguments against W, S & M's thesis. Cornish rules out the
pessibility that do it is the oniy predicate anaphor for outbeund anaphora. In tz4)-ca6), using

CorRish's examples, this paper attempted te prove the inappropriateness of the alternative

predicate amapher, afid consequently, the use of do it turns outto be less acceptable than that
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of do so. Do so, contrary to the examples in W, S & M, is the most appropriate choice of

anaphors in the followiRg examples.

  (24) Acketing will eniy be lawful if people are cioing so /? doiRg il outside their place of

     work.
  tz5) Users of this car Parfe do so /? de it at their own risk.

  ce6) ... Ke [sc. Patrick Jenkin, the then EnvironmeRt Secretary] went on te claim that the

     allegedly high-sPending Labour autherities had, by so doing / *doing it, damaged

     industry and IGst jebs.

Various kinds of syntactic categories constitute anaphoric islands: the gerund in ce4), the noun

phrase in ce5), and the adjective in e6). The foliowiRg anapheric process involves placing

various kinds of elemeRts in anaphoric islands into an event Do it is rritarginaliy acceptable

in (24) altd ce5) when the specificity of each action is irrtplied. But ao so referexce is ciearly

metivated by the preferable interpretation that the predication at issue is a generic state-

ment: they simply repeatthe event type "picket" or "use this car park" in a centext in which

it is not necessary to meRtien the doer. The reasen so doing is exclusiveiy appropriate te use

in e6) may be more er less related te the constructive simi}arity: the arrangement of alt

adverbial and a verbal eiement.

   What we must expiaik next is why do it is easier to refer to an event than do so iR Åë2)

aRd ca3) and why do so is preferred in 24)-e6). The aRswer lies in the serrtantic and aspectuak

preperty of these two anaphors. In other words, the factGrs involved in determining the

apprepriateness of aRaphora for eutbound amaphoric islands are exactay the same as the

factors invelved in determining the accessibiiity of discourse referents in generai. Consider

the fe}}owing examples.8

  ceO Most peeple think smuggling a note ont of Prison is ve7y dzfficeelt. But Reggie Kray

     hasjust managed te do it /? do so from high security Parkhurst prisoR. All he did

     was pep it in the letter box.

  e8) His [sc. Michael's] attoritey, Koward Weitzman, accused the father• of exlortion. He

     had theught that the father must have done it / ? done so because he was immersed

     in debt.

The aitaphoric predicatiens in both sentences are one-time, goal-directed activities, the

accomplishment of whichis of considerable importance to the refereRt ef the activity ef those

two agents. The fuil interpretation of do it in this context depends en the completion ef

Reggie's smuggling in en and the father's extortion in ce8). It is aiso facilitated by the use of

S e8)-(34) are modified exaraples from Time.
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the verb phrase "mafiage to" in ee7) aftd the perfective aspect in ca8).9

    OR the other hand, when censtructed with do so, the interpretatioR of

expression resuks in a homegeReous view of activity. Let us examiite the

where do so occurs.

li

the anaphoric

envlrenments

  e9) One-third ef right-whale deaths recorded since 1970 resulted frem collisions wilh shi s

      or accidental entanglement in fishing nets. The wha}es ceuld net avoid doing so /

      *doing it.

  (3g) A simigar campaigniit Britain included warnings againsl Parental smoking or keoping

      the baby too hot. We sheuid coRtinue te do so / *do il each time we hold a seminar

      on sudden infant death syndrome.

0ne can easiiy see that each antecedent trigger is cemposed ef two distinct events. The right-

whale deaths described in tz9) are "ndersteod to be the result of coilisiens with ships or due

to accideAtal entanglement in fishing nets. Do so is exclusively apprepriate here, since the

framing predicational context ef the anaphoric ciause is that of a descriptioit of the usual

cause of death in this partic"lar accident: the meod is generic, the whales at issue being

coRstrued genericaily, Rot specificaliy. Similarly, in (3g), it is implied that there were several

kinds of warnings against at least two serious problems which parents of smail children must

be aware of. The plural events are comprised uader the higher category and this is ciearly

a resuit of the fact that each referent event has no defiRite end peint. Do it, as could be

predicted, is ciearly inapprepriate in this context, because it would focgs en both traitsiteri-

ness and singleness. Nete that do so can refer to twe events which eccurred at different

tirr}es as if they were a continueus process, siRce it does not focus on the completieR of each

event.

    Furtherrnore, (31)-(34) weuid be more inforrnative because they suggest a typicaX environ-

ment where do so occurs.

(31) Whale zvatching is very expensive. Butte do so /? do it briRgs pleasure te many

    peepie.

9 The situation concerning do so and ao it is more cemplicated than it might at first appear. For instaRce,
(1) is ambiguous abeut the choice of anaphors depending on the sequence of discourse given.
 (1) Smzaggling a note out of Pn'son is very easy. Reggie Kray hasjust managed to do it / do so from
     hggh security Parkhurst prison. All he did was pop it in the letter box.
If we think the same event type applies to Reggie, do so is highly appropriate, while if we detect his
intention of committing a crime in the second sentence, do it is preferred. The way of recognizing the event
in questien, on the other hand, is not clear eneugh to decide on the anaphor in (2), probably because the
perception verb "see" dees not necessarily suggest an intentional' activity.
 (2) Maybe Jackson is getting his wish of an intimate slumber party. Kis behavior onstage suggests as
     much: the infarflous crotch-grabbing seems spontaneous. In Bangkok on his Pepsi-sponsered worid
     tour, audiences often saw him do it / do so.
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(32) To watch beiugas aRd killer whales go through their paces, people crowd miliions into

   aquariums and theme parks; and to join whale-watching cruises, tens of thousands risk

   seasickness each year. But more and more people begin to do so /? do it to
   demonstrate ecological awareness.

(33) The idea that whale hblnting is a cultural tradition worth preserving no matter what

   the cest is questionable. Because to do so /? do it is also destroying a species.

(34) Those aRgry about China's sad hgman-rights record had constituted noisy oPPosition

   against Bei'ing's bid. They did so /? did it because they supported Sydney strongly.

In ali the examples abeve, the eventtype designated by ao so serves as a toplc which will be

expanded upon through further information in the follewing sentence. Mereover, in the

process of interpretiRg the sentences, the event itself has remained generic. In terras of

presentigg information, refereRce with do so is not of much vaiue, with the discourse referent

designated by the anaphors: the anaphor do so has aR inherent backgrounding roie. Even

though the referent event is specific in a particular context, reference with do so makes it

roeted ilt discourse, because it can satisfy the primary roge of anaphers. In that sense, it can

be defined as an unmarked reference. By contrast, reference with do il in the same context

would be nriore informative thanis required. Ultlike do so,the sernaRtic value of do it is the

saiieRt event in the current context. Therefore, do it is iess acceptable thaR do so in (31)-(34).

   The predicate anaphors are, whether do so or do it, typical}y used to reiterate an idea

concerning an event; it is the primary role of anaphors. The reason one intutitvely feeis that

reference with do it is mere marked than do so is that the specific event is referred te as it

remains specific. For that reasen, do it suggests the agent's intentionai activity or the

achieved activity.

ag. CONCLUDeNG REMARK$

    Cencerning Pestal's (1969) prohibition of do so as an anaphor for outbound anaphora, W.

S, & M (1991) iRvestigate the acceptability of do it, not do so, whereas Cornish (1986) cltes

several examples thae allow do so to penetrate into anaphoric islaRds. E{owever, it is ciear

frem the examples and explanatiens presented in this paper that both do so and do it can be

the anaphoric verb phrases at issue in terms of the different discourse and aspectual property.

These eutlooks account for the competing theses ef W, S & M (1991) and Cornish (1986).

    The approach of this paper has been primariiy to focus on the discourse and aspectual

property of do so and do it iR order to investigate the distribution of these two anaphors iR

outbound aRaphora. In conclusion, a further remark conceming the difference in the
accessibility ef these two anaphers in outbound anaphora is offered: as they beceme distant

in pesitiolt from the discourse referents these anaphors become difficu}t to access. Consider-

ing the sentences discussed in chapter 3, the anaphor do so is present in the position relatively

near the referent event. It is presumably because it usually serves as a topic before further
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information follows. On the other hand, do it anaphor can be more easily accessed than do

so, because the specific event referred to by the anapher is the salient event established in the

context. Even though the particular device to designate topica}ity is net provided, the

difference in accessibility can inherently be present between these two aRaphors. My

research needs further investigation on this matter.
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照応形Po　50，、Oo鳶に関わる

0磁bo磁dA獺軸。鍛の一考察

大　津　隆　広

　ana轟oric　islandとはPostal（1969）が指摘した先行詞と照応表現のあいだの照応関係を不可

能にする領域のことである。そして，照応表現の先行詞がそうした領域の中にある関係は

◎utbo慧nd　ana凶oraと呼ばれる。本来，　Postal自身は統語的観点からdo　soによる語中の要素の

照応は不可能｝さあるとする。しかし，Ward，　Sproat　a撮Mckoon（1991）で1ま心理言語学的実

験をもとにdo　itによる照応であれぼ語用論的に容認できると主張しており，さらにComish

（1986）ではdosoによる照応の例が見られる。本論文では，照応形doso，　doi之の談話におけ

る意味的特質を考察することによって，do　i宅による指示では我naphoric　is璽a磁からの要素の取り

出しが可能であり，dG　soでは不可能であるとは一一概に言えないことを説明し，2つの照応形が現

われる環境を探ることが目的である。

　dO　SOが指示する行為は行為のタイプであり，談話において背景としての位置に現われる。一

方，do　itは特定的の行為を指示し，行為の達成までも指示の領域に入れる。
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